S

K2S
A Success Mindset

Create Organisational Clarity
Achieve goals, projects and objectives

It all started in 2011 with a simple question
Why are some people successful
and others not, given the same
situation?
Our research into differing successes led us to identify nine recurring elements. From this, the K2S framework was born. This has
evolved and supported organisations over the past decade to create a comprehensive and successful approach.

89 - 95% of all projects will
fail to deliver the expected
outcomes …
We subconsciously achieve smaller successful outcomes every day. What if we could consciously apply the same approach and
thinking to all goals, projects and objectives? K2S makes this a reality.

Creative Learning

Our coaches provide engaging, interactive, online
learning which is enhanced with videos and
content. With the option to reattend, this ensures
a truly memorable learning experience.

Innovative Technology

The Hub is the place to access focused content,
diagnostics and tools. You can track progress
against goals whilst continuing to develop and
embed K2S knowledge and thinking.

Community Insight

An ever-growing K2S Practitioner community and
varied trusted partners ensure access to practical
insight and support. Drop-in sessions allow peerto-peer discussions and knowledge exchange.

K2S Platinum Programme
Adopt, actively use and embed K2S

Applicable for:

In-depth learning of each element of K2S and how this can
be applied to any organisational outcome. Gain access to a
suite of extended tools and valuable content and insight.
Track and drive goals progress and success.

•
•
•
•
•

Project leaders
Project teams
Managers
Change leaders
High potential employees

K2S Essentials
Understand how to apply K2S
Understand each element of K2S and how this can be applied to
any business or personal outcome. Gain access to a suite of
Foundation tools and useful content and insight.

Applicable for:
•
•
•
•
•

Business leaders
New starters
New managers
Wider workforce
Transitioning employees

How K2S is used
Clients come from a wide range of sectors including service,
manufacturing, public & private sectors and the military.
K2S Is today being actively used to achieve success in:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Projects
Personal Objectives
Career Development
Sales Assessment
Employee Engagement
Merger & Acquisitions

Clients know that once people have the understanding
and can apply K2S, they start to achieve sustained success.
The broad applicability of K2S means it can used at both
an organisational and personal level.

The most powerful statement is

“what if”

K2S: A Success Mindset
Creative Learning
Innovative Technology
Community Insight

Web: www.subio.co.uk
Email: team@subio.co.uk
Find us: LinkedIn; Instagram & Facebook
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